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ABSTRACT BODY: 

Objectives: The analytical description of the geometric sensitivity of a 
pinhole has been extensively described in literature. However, there is a 
penumbra region that is often neglected because this region does not 
project onto the detector. In multi-pinhole systems, where pinhole 
projections may slightly overlap, this penumbra region is of interest and 
an analytical description can guide the system designer in making a 
rational choice for pinhole placement. Here, we describe the penumbra 
region and give an analytical expression for the pinhole sensitivity in this 
region. 

Methods: To derive the formula, considering only an exit opening, we 
calculate the intersection area A between two circles: the first is the 
pinhole aperture, the second is the exit opening projected onto the 
aperture plane. We get an expression for this area A as a function of the 
aperture diameter d, the exit opening diameter D, the thickness of the 
plate t, the perpendicular height of the source relative to the aperture h 
and the parallel distance between the source and the center of the 
aperture x. 

Finally, the corrected sensitivity for the penumbra region is given by 
g=A(sinθ')^3/(4πh^2), where θ’ is the incidence angle on the center of 
the intersection area. Two different setups were simulated using a ray-
tracer, which tracks the geometrical photons that are able to pass 
through the pinhole. In both setups d=1mm, D=19.4mm and h=5mm. In 
setup1 t=5mm and in setup2 t=10mm. 

Results: When compared to the sensitivity obtained with the ray-tracer, 
our formula was shown to provide a much better fit then the usual 
method in the penumbra region. The errors in the penumbra region 
were found to be lower than 3% in both setups. 

Conclusions: This study derived an analytic formula for the pinhole 
sensitivity in the penumbra region. The formula was validated using a 
ray-tracer. For certain pinhole setups, this effect can have a substantial 
influence on the total sensitivity. This formula can be used to enable 



system designers to place pinholes more efficiently, especially in the 
design of multi-pinhole collimators. 
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Supporting Data 

 
Plot of the analytical sensitivity, both with and without our correction for 
the penumbra, against the simulated sensitivity, for the two setups 
considered. The sensitivity is given as a function of the parallel distance 
to the pinhole aperture center 
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Analytical sensitivity without the penumbra correction
Corrected analytical sensitivity for setup1
Corrected analytical sensitivity for setup2
Simulated sensitivity for setup1
Simulated sensitivity for setup2


